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as there is no fixed date for the brothers movie to be released, we are keeping our options open.

however, fans and filmmakers alike will be watching the outcome of this to see what happens with
the film and the leaking of the movie. eureka! is an original sci-fi comedy adventure set in the near

future. in 2027, robots are increasingly commonplace, and yet theyre still treated as machines rather
than people. henson discovers that some robots have consciousness and argues that they should be
accorded the same rights as humans. the film revolves around three characters in this debate, all of

whom are played by british actors. ronald pickup, who also plays robot, is the most interesting
character and probably the most sympathetic of the three. he is angry at the level of injustice that

has been done to robots, but hes also not very bright. he provides the comedy in the movie as he is
constantly making stupid decisions. but the main character is henson (craig roberts), a scientist who
seems to be more intelligent. henson is played by john barrowman, a pastiche of stephen hawking.

he is seriously brilliant but sometimes comes across as a bit silly and pretentious.the film uses a
science fiction plot to set up the debate on the rights of robots. it is beautifully cast and the actors
are all well-matched. the cinematography is excellent, but there is a flaw in the plot that detracts
from the enjoyment of the movie. the moral of the story is not exactly what you might expect it to
be. its not about robots are people. its about the rights of people over the rights of machines. the

story basically relates the parallel story of how the humans eventually get over this moral quandary.
its a very clever piece of storytelling that gives the film a philosophical slant. but the way the story is

told makes it feel as if it were going to be a very downbeat movie about how mankind has
mistreated machines and how the robots will eventually over-power and enslave the humans. but its

not really the point of the movie. its a clever twist, but the film itself is not about robots at all,
despite the title. its about how people behave toward each other. its a very clever movie and one

that deserves to be rediscovered after being out of the public eye for almost a decade.
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